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Situational Analysis
The purpose of this study is to raise $750,000 for the Barnard Community Trust (BCT) to maintain physical structure, perform
maintenance, and significant back-up funds for any unusual circumstances for the Barnard General Store (BGS) and its sustainability.
Currently, BGS customers are Vermont locals and travelers who want to experience an atmosphere that gives one nostalgia of an old
general store. An overview of our SWOT analysis for BGS can be seen in exhibit 1A.
BGS is located in the center of the town of Barnard, at an intersection across from Silver Lake and Silver Lake State Park, at 6134 VT12, Woodstock, VT 05091. The Silver Lake State park features 40 campsites, a beach area with a snack stand, boat and canoe rentals
and public restrooms. BGS is also within a 45-minute drive of three major ski resorts: Killington, Suicide Six Downhill and Pico Mountain.
It is also located on a popular snowmobiling route. The location of BGS is perfect for not only locals, but tourists at Silver Lake State
Park, the nearby ski resorts and passing snowmobilers. Located in central Vermont, Barnard is no stranger to extremely low temperatures
and heavy snow/ rain fall. The yearly temperature averages around 41 degrees Fahrenheit, with January being the coldest month and
July being the hottest. Barnard and the surrounding area receive an average of 82 inches of snowfall per year (compared to the national
average of 26 inches). Heavy snowfall and icy roads during the winter months in rural Vermont is a major factor that can prevent people
from making the trip to the store.
BGS is best known for their coffee and pancakes, it is a large portion of their income. They sell a stack of pancakes (4) for $6 a stack, or
$1.50 a piece, and an additional $2.50 for a cup of coffee. Additionally, they are also a general store that sells a variety of different
products ranging from homemade goods to alcohol, along with a small gift shop where t-shirts and postcards of Silver Lake can be
purchased. Most of the products in BGS’s grocery and handmade good section are locally manufactured and cannot be purchased in
bulk, making the prices of these products far higher than similar items at local grocery chains. BGS does, however, sell products from
the six local farms and often features maple syrup from The Ward Brothers & Sons Maple Syrup plant. Due to Barnard’s rural location,
there are few competitors within close proximity of the store. Within Barnard, however, BGS competes with the Barnard Inn and Tavern
as a dining option, and the Feast and Field’s Famer’s Market for local grocery shopping during the summer and fall seasons. Additionally,
there are 11 general stores and 4 chain grocery stores within a 20-mile radius of the location. The nearby grocery stores have the
advantage of lower prices and a greater selection over the general stores.
This is actually a great time to be in the breakfast industry due to the continuous increase in consumer demand for breakfast food. As a
matter of fact, the breakfast market is expected to have a compound annual growth rate of 4.6% due to the increase in daily breakfast
consumers. Around 60% of the consumers prefer high-fiber products for breakfast, which is an important factor driving the market growth.
Additionally, the grocery business has seen a 1.3% annual growth in 2018 after seeing a five-year decline. This growth comes from
healthy eating trends, which is in BGS’s favor due to their vast selection of local and organic grocery items. BGS does not need to have
any major concerns with the current status of the US economy unless a sudden stock market crisis occurs.
In the U.S, the Food and Drug Association regulates restaurants and has a list of requirements needed for food products to be sold. This
is because every year, 1 in 6 Americans get sick from eating contaminated food. The food products sold at BGS have already been
approved by the FDA. They also sell their own IPAs/beer which, by law, requires a license in the state of Vermont. BGS does not face
any concerning local legal regulations that could impact their restaurant or their distribution of products.
Upon the re- opening of BGS in 2013, former Vermont Governor Peter Shumlin attended the ribbon cutting ceremony and promoted
donating to the BCT during the event. BGS does not have a website, but rather sell their products directly through their store front. BGS
does, however, have an extremely active Facebook page, along with Instagram and Twitter pages. They have around 2,922 followers on
Facebook and 400 followers on their Instagram that features the same posts as the Facebook. Currently, buying local is a major trend
across social media. People are flocking to their local farmers markets, general and country stores for trendy photo opportunities and
more sustainable food options.

Branding
BGS’s brand identity is heavily influenced by the fact that the restaurant was established in 1832 and that it is one of the longest running
General Stores in Vermont. The restaurant prides itself on being the center of the Barnard community and being known as a friendly hub
for friends and families to eat and socialize. Barnard has a logo that shows a bare tree stating the words “Barnard General Store” next to
the tree. BGS currently has the slogan “keeping it local since 1832”, but it is not well employed in their store or on their social media. We
suggest changing the slogan to “A general store and so much more,” which we hope will show their target audience that BGS has so
much more to offer than picking up a carton of milk or other convenient items. Instead, it will show consumers that Barnard offers a great
consumer experience and the “best pancakes on the planet.” Additionally, adding a slogan is much more attractive to customers and
potential donors.
Along with the slogan, adding a brand-new logo, instead of the lonely looking tree, would be beneficial to BGS. The new logo features
Silver Lake in the background with a stack of pancakes, stamped with “Barnard General Store” in a vintage font style (Ex. 2A). The logo
features BGS’s three most attractive qualities: food, scenery and history. Additionally, this logo portrays the sense of community, since
Silver Lake represents a community hangout for all of Windsor County, while showing off their tasty pancakes and completing the look
with a font that signifies the antique vibe BGS wants its consumers to grasp right when they walk in the store. Barnard has positioned its
brand as a more expensive alternative in consumers’ minds, but there is a benefit to that. BGS is a small general store in Barnard,
Vermont that offers farm fresh goods from local providers, keeping the local businesses intact. Because a majority of their products sold
are from local farms, businesses and artists they cannot afford to sell the products at bulk prices like national grocery chains. Consumers
find this unique about the store and tend to not mind that they are spending more money on things since they are fresher, homemade,
and they are supporting their local economy. Barnard has promised their consumers that they will receive natural and unique products,
friendly customer service, and the “best pancakes on the planet,” all while enjoying a “back in time” atmosphere.
Overall, the brand image for BGS conveys a sense of community and family. BGS’s goal since reopening, has been committing their
business to bettering the community and themselves to the best of their abilities. The new store operators, Joe Minerva and Jillian
Bradley, work so hard to serve their customers because they have said “it’s the customers that make the effort so rewarding.” They went
on how they had met a lot of people who have touched their hearts and some customers who feel like personal family members to them.
This once again shows how the brand image and atmosphere of the store is dedicated to family from both the business and customer
side of things. When people think of BGS, the ideal image that pops into your head, is the idea of togetherness and family. This is true
because the Barnard General Store has been run by numerous families involved in the community throughout the years. Joe and Jillian
have stated that “it’s not just the locals who have made an impact,” but rather those who are vacationing, or visiting the area for a little
while. The idea of supporting one another within a small town and community, is not only a trait that BGS embraces, but a trait that both
embraces. Along with this idea of community, the store also embraces the idea of preserving their history and genuine Vermont feel by
keeping a vintage atmosphere.
BGS has established a well-rounded brand value for themselves, especially in the realm of customer experiences with BGS. As previously
mentioned, BGS is a small general store that has been operated by many different families in the community throughout the years. For
a small store off of Route 12, it is very widely known. It is a hot spot for those traveling and visiting Vermont and it has even made it on
TripAdvisor. Travelers have given BGS an average rating of 4.5 stars with comments regarding great prices for the quality of the products,
great variety of products offered, as well as people saying how cool of an experience and atmosphere BGS has created for them. These
ratings and comments show that BGS has also established a positive brand equity, signifying that BGS has a good relationship with their
consumers. Since they have received such high ratings and positive comments, it shows they serve their customers right and offer many
different people the same experience they are trying to get through to all. Since BGS is known from both a community standpoint and
those looking to vacation in or around the Windsor County area, it proves that they have established a “familiar face” type brand where
people, no matter where they are from, are willing and want to purchase goods from BGS. They are a non-profit store selling goods from
local farmers and businesses, giving consumers even more of a reason to want to check them out. A visual of BGS’s brand story can be
seen in Exhibit 2B.

Objectives and Strategies
Specific and measurable behavioral and attitudinal objectives have been constructed based on various research tool and evaluating
results from our SWOT analysis. Extensive market research shows that BGS should continue to capitalize on their strong relationships
with consumers and take advantage of opportunities to promote the store, trust and community. Our behavioral objective for BGS is to
raise a total of $750,000 in funds. In order to achieve this, we need an income revenue of $900,000 to account for an estimated $150,000
of expenses. The purpose of this objective is to fund the physical architecture, continue upkeep, and have a significant surplus remaining
in the event of any unforeseeable emergency such as an economic crisis. Our attitudinal objective for BGS is to increase likes, shares,
and followers by 20 percent on Facebook. Facebook is our priority since it is used most by our target audience, those from 45-55 years
of age, living in Windsor County. By increasing likes, shares, and followers by 20%, BGS will fundamentally increase awareness. This
awareness allows a channel for the specific campaign message to be delivered in order to generate a reaction and a response. Most
importantly the attitudinal objective will develop community support for raising money with the abundant spread of awareness through to
the target audience and further through all of Vermont. Facebook is the most popular social media platform for BGS. There is a significant
difference in liking a Facebook page and following a Facebook page. When someone likes BGS, they automatically follow the page as
well. However, when liking BGS, you can select a default option to unfollow the page. Liking but unfollowing BGS is unideal as the
consumer is seen to be liking the page but they do not see any of the content BGS is sharing to the public. 6 news followers and like a
week over the span of two years will mean an overall increase of 20%. Continuing on the theme of social media, BGS has 2,916 followers
on Facebook. According to Facebook’s “Info and Ads,” BGS is not running any ads on the platform. The page was created on July 15,
2010. “Recommended by 30 people. People talk about "best country breakfast", "lunch" and "ice cream.” Based on the opinions of 86
people, 4.7 out of 5.0 would recommend the Barnard General Store. Based on the fact that we have two years to achieve this 20%
threshold, the goal after year one, is to have a minimum of 3208 followers, or 292 per year.
After servicing the Barnard community for almost two hundred years, BGS’s kernel of truth has become so much more than just a general
store. As one of the longest running general stores in Vermont, the Barnard General Store has become the heart of the Barnard
community. Its location being literally at the center of the town not only shows that it’s the center point of the town, but BGS has become
the social meeting post for an entire population. BGS is a place where neighbors and visitors alike can meet to connect over a cup of
coffee and a stack of pancakes and commerce their day-to-day lives. This family friendly atmosphere arose from BGS’s strong values of
companionship and a community bound together that enjoys the simplicity of life.
BGS’s big idea is based off history and community, it is a general store and so much more. BGS’s main message is to cater to their
community and preserve authenticity, while at the same time promote community and togetherness within. The store has had several
owners within the community, so several families have ties very close to the general store. The general store is located in the center of
the town and people always have a pleasant experience when at BGS. The sensation of feeling welcomed and a true sense of community
is the most important focus point for BGS's main message.
In order to achieve both our attitudinal and behavioral objectives, we have mapped out specific advertising, public relations, sales
promotion, and digital media strategies. For advertising, we believe the best ways to reach the target audience will be through print
advertisements, specifically through newspapers, or magazines, with other advertisements located on television, radio, and digital
channels. They are still at the age where they are attentive to what is said on the radio besides waiting for new songs, and still purchase
hard print copies of newspapers. As far as digital media, Facebook will be used as part of a direct response ad where potential donors
in the target audience can donate right on Facebook just by going to BGS’s unique handle after hearing the handle announced on radio
and television ads, while seeing it in our print advertisements as well. Using public relations, press releases will be released into the
public in order to drive awareness of BGS’s fundraising needs to keep them in the news to show what else they do besides make amazing
pancakes. This will show potential donors that their donation goes far more than just donating to BGS as a general store. To promote the
target audience to donate, a raffle event will be held with extra incentives to drive their emotions to keep BGS in the community.

Target Audience
When deciding on the type of segment strategy, we decided that using a concentrated segment would be best for the target audience.
Differentiated segmentation should not be used because its requires at least two marketing mixes and market segments. Having multiple
marketing mixes would complicate our behavioral objective of raising $750,000 because we would have needed to construct multiple
target audiences which would drive up costs/expenses. We chose not to use undifferentiated segmentation because it only has one
marketing mix with an entire market. Undifferentiated segmentation would have been useful if we were marketing a widely and commonly
used product. We recommend a concentrated segmentation for BGS because it only requires focusing on a single marketing mix with
multiple segments. Using a concentrated strategy is cheaper than differentiated and undifferentiated which will allow us to save money
and allocate it into helping us achieve our behavioral objective of raising $750,000 for BGS.
In order to achieve our behavioral and attitudinal objectives, our ideal target market will consist of both men and women that are within
the life stage segment of 45-55 years old. This makes them primary fall under Generation X. Additionally. our target audience falls into
the income range of $50,000- $74,999 and have held long term jobs in their communities. They have a lot of work experience within their
individual jobs and have a great work ethic. They have at least a high school education with some having a college degree and have
children in high school/college who will likely follow in the same paths as them. However, since their children are either in or entering
adulthood, our target audience will have the luxury of additional disposable income which they can use to donate. Since they are part of
Generation X, our target audience is looking forward to eventually retiring, but staying active in their communities. Our target market
consists predominantly of Caucasian ethnicity, as seen in Exhibit 4A. During their leisure time, they enjoy reading the newspaper and
are subscribed to their local cable TV stations. A few examples of the television channels that are popular with our target audience are
CMT, History, and Fox News. A full profile of our target audience can be seen in exhibit 4B.
Geographically, our target audience resides in Windsor County, VT. It is located within the eastern portion of Vermont and covers 971
square miles which makes it the largest county in the state of Vermont. It had a 2010 total population of 56,670 people. Hartford is the
largest community in Windsor County followed by Springfield, Windsor, and Norwich. The primary employment sectors and their
corresponding shares of Windsor County’s total employment are Health Care & Social Assistance, Manufacturing and Educational
Services. Windsor County gets a lot of snowfall in the winter and temperatures in the summer average around 80° (see Exhibit 4C).
After conducting a tapestry segmentation, we discovered target audience falls into “The Great Outdoors” (Exhibit 4D and 4E). This means
that they are educated empty nesters living an active but modest lifestyle where they reside in old-town style communities. Their focus is
land mostly because they are in a rural location. One of the things that makes our target audience “unique” is how much people in “The
Great Outdoors” value the relationship they have with their community. BGS’s brand image focuses on it having a friendly and
“welcoming” reputation for more than 187 years which is important for the BCT because we plan on using their strong experiences at
BGS as means to achieve our behavioral objective.
In order to assure that our target audience will help us achieve our objectives, we must understand how likely they are to give money.
According to a study conducted by The Next Generation of Giving, almost three-quarters of Gen Xers donate to charity, collectively
contributing $2.5 billion each year. Generation Xers donated 36% of the total giving in 2018, which was by far the largest of any single
generation. A Blackbaud study revealed that 4 million Generation Xers donate to charity each year, compared to just 1.7 million regular
donors from Millennials and 3.7 million Baby Boomers. Like their older companions, 48% of Gen Xers still believe that donating money
is the most valuable way they can support their chosen charities. Combined with the higher giving averages, that means that investing
time in winning Generation X donors is likely to result in better fundraising outcomes as they are more consistent and selective about
where they donate. Understanding our target audience’s tendency and frequency with donating their money allows us to construct a
marketing plan that will assure that our attitudinal and behavioral objectives are met so that BGS can continue to stay in business.

Advertising
The overall objective of this advertising campaign is to implore a genuine emotional response on the target audience through perception
so those who are unaware of the general store can now be aware of it. To do so, the use of history and community, two things that
resonate with both the target audience and BGS, will be displayed throughout the campaign’s advertisements. Based on the target
audience, the campaign’s objective will be to spark their emotions in order for them to take action and donate to BGS. Displaying a sense
of community will display and establish a sense of belonging from the target audience to BGS, especially since community is one of
BGS’s core values. History and keeping it alive is another core value of BGS and using this hand in hand with emotion to promote
reminiscence can directly implicate emotion and belonging on the target audience. Old pictures will allow the target audience to take a
trip down memory lane and make them more likely to donate to BGS.
Since the target audience consists of those whom are middle-aged, between 45 and 55 years old, the advertisements for BGS will be
placed using channels such as TV, print, and radio. We decided that placing our print, television and radio advertisements on local news
sources was the best option because we felt that it would reach the target audience more efficiently as well as maintain the idea of
keeping things simple while conveying a nostalgic message. The methods connect to achieving the objective of raising $750,000 for the
store because the target audience is in the age range that can digitally handle new technologies such as smartphones where some of
the digital ads may be placed on social media, while they are also within the age range that will read the newspapers and pay attention
to ads on the radio. Those from Windsor County tend to live simply since it is made up of rural areas where there is nothing for miles, so
advertising in print just makes more sense on the case that our target audience as obsessed with technology as those from other places.
The radio advertisements (exhibit 5A.) will be broadcasted through two different channels; WVPR 89.95 and WVXR 102.1. These
channels are the major stations that play “classic hits,” and happen to be geared toward listeners who are about fifty years old, which
lines up with the target audience whose median age is fifty, and whose ages range from forty-five to fifty-five. These stations also act as
a news outlet for listeners, so not only are they getting their favorite variety of songs, but also news that is relevant to them. By using
these stations, listeners can hear the advertisements for BGS and directly respond to the number to call for donations, or by visiting the
social media handles listed.
For the television advertisements (also included in exhibit 5A), BGS will be showcased using channel WCAX News as the primary media
vehicle for TV ads. Since WCAX is one of the major news stations in Vermont and is known for helping businesses grow, the team figured
that advertising on this station would fit the circumstances of BGS. BGS’s message can be spread throughout Vermont and reach those
outside Windsor County, allowing for more donations to accumulate.
The print advertisements (exhibit 5B) will be showcased using two media vehicles; Seven Days (media kit at exhibit 5C) and Burlington
Free Press (media kit at exhibit 5D). Seven Days has an average readership of 108,000 weekly, based on three readers per copy, which
signifies good exposure. The average income of Seven Days readers is $50,0000 which lines up with the average income of our target
audience, making it a great option to see the BGS advertisements. In Windsor County, the average readership is about 2,000, based on
three readers per copy, which shows that an average of 6,000 different people in the target audience are exposed to the advertisements,
in addition to the others receiving the paper in other counties. Burlington Free Press has a population reach of 281,336, where the median
age 40, a tad bit younger than the target audience, but it shows the target audience’s age is relevant to those reading newspapers. The
newspaper includes a balance between male and female readers, which is important to note since our target audience includes
households that have high school and college aged children, signifying that the target audience is made up of a mix of genders. After our
media basics evaluation, we would suggest Burlington Free Press Media is the best print media vehicle because it has the greatest reach
while being the most cost effective, while also being a highly venerated news publication in Vermont. The media basics analysis of these
two media channels is exhibit 5E.

Public Relations
In 2017, BGS was in highlighted in a print and digital article in the Huffington Post. This article emphasized how the community rallied
around BGS by donating $650,000 to the Barnard Community Trust in order to open the doors again. BGS has seen several local owners
over the years as they have struggled with the complications and difficulties associated with the upkeep and maintenance of running a
rural general store effectively and efficiently. The union between the owners and the community makes the store feel like family to so
many. Hence why seeing the closing made the majority of the community feel disheartened and somewhat embarrassed like there was
a void within their town. Other than this particular article, and a few local listings and postings around the town of Barnard, BGS has not
made many communications efforts, nor gained the exposure they should be ideally be desiring since reopening their doors. BGS believes
in keeping the community close, and selling authenticity and quality, rather than over quantity. They cannot compete with the prices of
other big-name general stores, so they treat each consumer like family to compensate. BGS’s stakeholders are comprised of both
community members, other businesses and much more, a list of BGS’s stakeholders can be seen in exhibit 6A.
Barnard General Store has been around for 187 years, and they have always condoned the message of community first. Key topics that
were communicated in our advertisement included the basic morals of Barnard General Store, along with our new slogan. The slogan is
“a general store and so much more”, because at BGS they embrace community and family. BGS has had numerous families run the
store, who are now consumers at BGS, and it helps the family like atmosphere. Putting an emphasis on quality over quantity is a big
selling point for BGS, due to the fact that they cannot compete against other big-name brand stores.
On Facebook, BGS is having a contest where people can send in either photos and/or any other kind of memory from more than 15
years ago, of them enjoying and experience the atmosphere and the produce BGS. The winner will get a $20 gift card to BGS and will
have their personal memory shared on BGS’ Facebook page. Sharing a valued, loyal life-long customer’s experience speaks a wealth of
volume and credibility. BGS has had supported various events throughout the town over the years, especially since the reopening in
2014, such as sponsoring parades, fundraisers, and compensation raffles. In August of 2014, they hosted Barnard’s 20th Annual Street
Dance Festival which maintained a favorable public image.
BGS does a solid job serving their stakeholders. They are active in the Barnard community and their Facebook posts seem to do a good
job promoting positivity. One of the only problems BGS has with serving their stakeholders deals with the fact that Facebook is (basically)
the only way they are able to present themselves and communicate with their stakeholders. However, our public relations team intends
on having them host more monthly Facebook contests as seen in our PR calendar (exhibit 6B) Having easy and clear means of
communication is important for a business to have so they can serve their stakeholders accordingly and well. BGS doesn't have their
own official website which makes it difficult for them to reach all of their stakeholders, but since BGS is such a local and community driven
company they can work harder to maintain relationships through events (as seen in the press releases, exhibit 6C). This is alarming and
is a priority to be addressed, especially because feedback is a critical component to the success of clear and constant communication.
Building mutually beneficial relationships between BGS and the wider community is much more than a tactical function, it is a
management function. Especially with our list of media contacts seen in exhibit 6D. Working on a foundation on integrity while connecting
will generate goodwill for BGS. Working with both our media contacts and our stakeholders when planning and executing new events for
the benefit of both BGS and the Barnard Community Trust. As seen in our pitch email to Burlington Free Press (exhibit 6E), having a
good relationship with our constituents can determine the fate of BGS in the public eye. Furthermore, the culture of dependency and
support in a remote and rural community such as Barnard often runs on the constant exchange of favors and forgiveness. Maintaining
and cultivating relationships with public affairs, media relations, employee relation, and financial relations is essential.

Sales Promotion
In order for BGS to reach their fundraising goal of $750,000, we believe they will achieve this through a raffle event. The attitudinal
objective is to increase likes, follows, and shares by 20%, while the overall objective is to fulfill the $750,000 amount that BGS requires.
BGS’s Facebook handle will be involved in every television, print, radio, and digital advertising as a primary way to allow for a direct
response from the target audience. Other social media platform handles, and links will be shown and mentioned as well to generate
awareness but won’t be as emphasized since Facebook is the first-hand social media platform for stakeholders of BGS, as well as for
the target audience.
Our target audience is made up of male and females who make an average income of $50,000 - $74,999, and who have held steady
jobs within their communities located in Windsor County. They are between the ages of 45-55, and thinking of retiring soon, but since
they have invested their lives in community with their careers, this makes them more likely to stay loyal to community causes and support
them. The target audience has older children, high school to college age, which makes them more likely to have extra money to spend
on themselves and their interests. As previously mentioned, they are big into community, so they are more likely to spend their extra
cash through donating to BGS, since its business is centralized off community relations.
In order to promote the raffle event (exhibit 7A), trade advertising will be used, and it will be emphasized that other small farms and
businesses around Windsor County will be providing donations as the raffle prizes for the event. Dan Whit’s, a local general store in
Norwich, Vermont, that has been in business for 110 years, will be a donator, since they believe in the same motives as BGS. They are
big on supporting local and community driven business, so having them as a donator will influence the target audience to donate. Kiss
the Cow Farm, Heartwood Farm, and La Garagista Farm are all local farms that will provide prize basket donations for the raffle. Each
farm specializes in a different product or set of products from maple syrup and wine to Angus beef and fresh vegetables. In return for all
the business and farms donating prize baskets for the raffles, they will receive exposure through the event to those who may not be
aware of these other businesses in Vermont, which could ultimately increase sales and drive store traffic. Along with these donations,
BGS will also give coupons, gift cards, and some of the most popular store products such as pancake mix to be raffled off in the prize
baskets.
To really bring the idea home to the target audience, there will be other promotive events being offered at the raffle event for people to
participate in if they would like. BGS will be holding many different sampling tables for those attending the raffle event to try many of their
popular and unique items they sell. They will be making pancakes, the trademark of the store, for people to try free of charge. Homemade
jams and jellies will be offered to spread over seasonal breads like pumpkin, banana, and sesame seed, as well as finger sandwiches
and other goodies. On each table there will be a coffee can labeled “donations” for those visiting the sampling tables encouraging them
to donate in return for free delicious samples of all BGS has to offer. Having the donation cans on each table acts as an emotional
response for the target audience that sort of guilts them into donating since they are trying many different products without having to
make a dent in their wallets.
Along with the raffle event and the sampling, Barnard will be running a community cookbook event (exhibit 7B) to promote the fundraiser.
The cookbook will combine some of BGS’s finest recipes along with the recipes of local families around Windsor county. All the proceeds
will go to Barnard Community Trust since it directly supports BGS and Barnard. 100 submissions will be allowed in the contest, but only
30 will make it into the cookbook. The cookbook will sell for $50 and be offered to anyone who wants to cook up some of Windsor
County’s most delicious treats.
The cause will be refuted in a way that will relate to the target audience that won’t as much make them act on impulse but will get them
to resonate with the fundraiser and make them feel as though their donations are serving a rewarding ending goal. Not only will they be
supporting a piece of community and history, but since the event will be taking place on small business Saturday, it will enable donors to
relate more and more to the fundraiser. Windsor County is made up of many small communities and includes businesses and farms run
by generation after generation, so the target audience is more likely to relate with helping not only BGS, but all other small businesses
and farms around the area. The ending goal not only is raising $750,000 for BGS but enabling the target audience and others to become
loyal stakeholders of the business to provide stability and support which will allow them to see the impact of their donations on BGS.

Digital Media
BGS’s Facebook page is their most reliable and consistent form of media. It has close to 3,000 likes and they post on it every few days
as well. Facebook presents a wide variety of opportunities for promotions and exposure for our target audience as it is their most
active, authentic, and followed digital media platform. Additionally, BGS has an active Instagram of 430 followers where they post 2-3
times a week. BGS has only recently established a Twitter page, and since its creation in early April there have only been four tweets
posted. BGS does not have their own YouTube channel, but many of the news stories surrounding the store and its past fundraising
success are available for viewing.
On BGS’s Facebook page, basic information such as their hours, email, phone number, and location are available, as well as,
information about menu items and the other services provided by the store. There are also many positive recommendations and
reviews directly on the page. The physical appearance of the page does not need much updating, but they should replace their cover
photo with either a higher resolution version, or a new one that features our suggested “a general store and so much more” slogan.
Their Facebook profile embodies community, how the power of we is stronger than the power of I. Their Instagram features all the
same posts as their Facebook. Along with the address of the store, there is a link to the Facebook page in the bio of the Instagram.
This encourages the audience to navigate their own ways to other digital media platforms. Improving the photography of the produce in
terms of image balance, lighting, saturation, contrast and resolution will make it more aesthetic pleasing and will enhance the overall
content of the shared images. Finally, their Twitter features a higher quality version of their current logo, and a full resolution image of
the store as their cover photo. However, there have been no tweets posted due to its recent creation.
In order to increase likes and follows by 20% on Facebook, BGS must make their Facebook page more engaging. As of right now,
BGS does a good job of reaching out to their community when questions are asked via Facebook messenger, according to their
feedback page. However, their comments are often not as timely as they would like and improving this would make customers more
likely to engage and become familiar with BGS. Currently, BGS has a photo contest called the “Throwback Thursday Series”. The
contest allows consumers to submit photos that are 15 years or older of them at BGS or Silver Lake. The individual with the photo that
has the most likes at the end of the contest period (approx. 1 month) will win a $20 gift card to BGS. Although this contest only pertains
to people who have visited BGS before 2004, their Facebook followers are able to see other people’s past experiences which
increases the engagement rate for BGS and publicizes their brand image. By excluding their newer customers from this contest, it
motivates people to continue to visit so they can create memories they’ll be able to fondly look back on in 15 or more years. Despite
this, BGS’s most loyal customers are not only those who have been around for over 15 or more years. BGS would benefit from having
a promotional contest where they include all customers that have been going to BGS regardless of how long.
In order to generate buzz for BGS on social media, we recommend they host a sandwich contest which will allow consumers to
become more interactive with BGS and their digital media. Followers would create a sandwich of their choice and submit their idea of
the BGS Facebook page. Each submission will be posted, and at the end of the month the sandwich with the most likes will be featured
on their menu for the next month. This would be a great way for both BGS and the Windsor County community to interact, and a great
way for BGS to get some from non- followers to see the posts on their timeline. Another way for BGS to get consumers to interact with
their digital media, is for BGS to offer a $25 gift card to one individual who follows BGS and tags three people in a specific contest post
by BGS. This contest will also take place monthly. This would not only be a form of direct response advertising but would also be a
great way for BGS to showcase different products.

Evaluating Effectiveness
As stated earlier, our attitudinal objective is to increase BGS’s likes, shares, and followers by 20 percent on Facebook. This is
orientated on the idea of brand presence and perception and it is extremely effective. Likes, shares and follows proves to be an
effective way for the target audience and stakeholders can give positive feedback. It also allows a virtual connection with BGS.
Following on from this, the behavioral goal is also achieved by raising $750,000. In successfully doing so, Barnard Community Trust is
now able to provide the general store with the support required in order to keep their doors open.
The four strategies which we will be evaluating are advertising, public relations, sales promotion and digital media efforts. A detailed
outline of our expected expenses indicate that total expenditures amount to $54,767.80, which falls within our $150,000 budget. The
costs that we will incur with our sales promotion will include everything involved with the raffle we plan on doing for BGS. Our sales
promotion costs from the raffle include the tickets, cookbook, and the cost of making the samples we will offer. In order for us to have a
realistic understanding of our plan, we have calculated three ROIs based off our behavioral objective of raising $750,000 (seen in
Exhibit 9A). After figuring out all of our costs and expected revenue, we discovered that we need to make $13.69 per dollar spent.
Although this seems like a lot, our entire integrated marketing communication plan has been based on bringing out the emotion in our
target audience through basing our main message on creating a sense of nostalgia and community to save BGS from going under.
Research has proven to us that Generation X is the generation that donates the most amount of money, therefore we are targeting
these individuals. As a matter of fact, according to a study conducted by Blackbaud, 48% of Gen Xers still believe that donating money
is the most valuable way they can support their chosen charity. Combined with the higher giving averages, this re-assures us that we
will be able to achieve our behavioral objective since our target audience is willing to donate more money for a cause that gives them
satisfaction and happiness.
In order to calculate the effectiveness of our advertisements, we will need to compare how many donations we are raising before,
during and after our advertising plan throughout the year. For our advertising plan we made a television, radio, and two print
advertisements. After gathering their designated media kits, the advertising costs came up to total $31,458. We calculated this total
cost by looking at the costs of having a printed ad in the Burlington Free Press and Seven Days. We also computed the cost for a
television advertisement and two radio ads. Combining the prices for advertisements within these media vehicles, we were able to find
our total advertising costs. The Burlington Free Press and Seven Days are newspaper companies that will help us increase BGS’s total
reach which will play a major role in achieving our behavioral objective of raising $750,000. We decided to allocate most of our budget
towards the advertisements because we found that we will be able to reach the largest amount of our target audience through these
media vehicles.
The effectiveness of our public relations tactic focuses more on allowing us to achieve our attitudinal objective which is increasing likes,
shares, and followers by 20 percent on Facebook. For public relations, we believe the goal should be to increase the awareness and
recognition of BGS and its products. Our strategy in achieving our objectives through public relations is to drive emotion which
indirectly allows us to get a reaction from our target audience. This reaction will make sure that our behavioral objective is met and in
order to measure its effectiveness, our attitudinal objective will also be met. Public relations will make sure that BGS is constantly kept
in the news for the two years it will take for BGS to raise $750,000.
The changes that we made to the digital media efforts of BGS are effective in making sure the behavioral and attitudinal objectives are
met. The Facebook contests and slight changes to the layout of the page are low cost changes that will greatly improve the growth of
the Facebook page. Additionally, our campaign for Facebook added a much needed interactive aspect with the contest which will
greatly help us increase revenue, along with recognition and awareness of BGS.
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